
Some people say that the only reason for learning a foreign language is 
in order to work in a foreign country. Others say that these are not the 
only reasons someone should learn a foreign language. Discuss both 
these views and give your own opinion.

To make links and connections in today’s world, we need to communicate. This will not 
emerge if we do not know our counterparts' language in different countries to talk. No 
matter whether they are your foreign neighbors, colleagues or travellers.  The 
Capability of speaking in even 1 one more language may open up invisible doors of 
distinct opportunities.

Firstly, conducted statistics and researches have revealed that learning a second 
language which is mostly a foreign one, has a remarkably huge influence on mind cells 
and bolsters them to a great extent. Becoming bio-linguistic enhances the function of 
the brain. On the other hand, childhood is the best time the brain embraces new 
information and stabilizes, hence the importance of learning foreign languages at/in 
that period.

Secondly, some encounter vacancies situations in their career where/that they ought 
to make connection with foreigners. Although all people they who talk do not have the 
same language, being able to speak at least in an international one is better that than 
nothing. There are numerous people earning money by being talented at utilizing 
other languages as a translator or interpreter as well.

On one hand, the flow rate of skill workers migrating abroad is increasingly ascending 
and on the other hand , students are travelling to other countries for a more suitable 
educational environment. For both groups, knowing an international language is one 
of the obligatory necessities. For getting permanent residence somewhere constant 
accommodation, only when you will pass the requirements, do will you have an 
international language certification.

Apart from all the mentioned, the risk of an eminent disease occurring by aging, 
Alzheimer disease, diminishes if the brain is involved with a second language to learn.

In a nutshell, every second that passes, the importance of learning a foreign 
language, not only English but also or the other commonones, seems more 
necessary. Indeed, it is for different purposes such as education, profession, travel 
and health. Lots of people, however, neglect this issue.


